
Analyzing political comments

I. "But rulers have the same propensities as other men;they are as likely to

use the power with which they are vested ibr private purposes and to the

ilゴ ury and OppressiOn ofthOse Over whom they are placed...It is therefore

as proper that bounds shall be set to their authority..¨ Those who have

governed have been ibund in all ages ever active to enlarge their power

and abridge the public libe納 _ThiS has induced the people in all

countries,where any sense of ieedoIIl remained,to flx barriers against

the encroachment Of their rulers."“ レ涯んdera■isしPttθ
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2. A "right" is a moral principle defining and sanctioning a man's freedom
of action in a social context. There is only one fundamental right (all the
others are its consequences or corollaries): a man's right to his own life.
Life is a process of self-sustaining and self'generated actioni the right to
life means the right to engage in self'sustaining and self'generated
action - which meansi the freedom to take all the actions required by

the nature of a rational being for the support, the furtherance, the
fulfillment and the enjoyment of his own life. (Such is the meaning of the

right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.) (Manb Rightsu, Ayn
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3. "The moment you ask tbr a control to be imposed, you put your trust in
people you have never seen, who are not accountable to you, who
probably do not share your own values, and who will, sooner or later, use

the control you have demanded in ways that you frnd surprising or
shocking. That is how the authorities behave. Even when it is not an

abuse in itsel{ any law will be abused by them." (Sean Gabb, "Should the
State Decide What Clothes ChildrenAreAllowed to Wear?" 6 June, 2011.
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4. "We're going to take things away from you on behalf of the common
good。 '
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5. "We must stop thinking of the individual and start thinking about what
is best for society," (IIilary Clinton, San Francisco, 2004)

6. "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs." (Karl
Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program", 1575).
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